
TABLE l Biometrics of sexual dimorphism of Calonectris d. diomedea. Differences between 
sexes were test~d with the t-test. For ilh.:strations of head and bill measure-
ments see Fig. J. .. 

5 ~ 
parameter I x ± s.d. n x ± s.d. n p 

wino Le~qth '34 1. 8 7.6 65 ::>33. I 8.4 62 < 0.001 
rail Length 122.7 5~3 66 120.7 4.5 so < 0.02 

tarsaL 53.4 1.7 35 52.0 L2 38 <: 0.01 
tarsal 4.2 0.3 38 4.0 0.2 42 < 0.005 
tarsal height 6.4 0.3 38 6. I 0.3 42 < 0.001 

head lenath I 1) 105.9 1.2 38 101.2 2.8 36 < 0. 001 
head breadth <2> 34.5 ~ . 6 38 32.7 l.4 35 < 0.001 

biLL widtn (3) 19. 7 0.9 23 19.! 0.6 21 < 0. 005 
bill width 141 6. 7 0.4 63 6. I 0.3 60 < C.OOi 
bill lenGth 15: 49.5 i. 4 40 46.2 1.2 39 < 0.001 
biLl 16) 38.6 i .L 41 36.5 0.9 43 < 0 .. 001 
bill he i 17) IS. 6 0.8 64 16.6 0. 5 55 < 0.001 
bill height I 81 12.9 0.7 65 li.6 0.4 53 < O.OOi 

uncorrected weiqht 585.8 58.7 113 514. 1 64.0 98 < 0.001 
net welaht 519.2 32.3 24 443.6 28. j 25 < 0.,001 

TABL[ 2 Chanqes in weight of Calonectris d. diomedea durlng incubation. 

weight/g at i daily weig·ht duration of I beginninq end loss/g incubation spell/d 
I 
I 

of incubation spell 

I X ± s.d. n X s.d. n )( s.d. n x s .d 0 

5 1665 ' 33 11 524 28 I 0 14.8 ~ 2.02 i2 2. 07 : 2.48 27 

~ f579 32 ! 5 440 + 14 8 13.2 ~ 2. 16 10 9. 15 :': 3.36 20 

b i l ~ 
and of 
diomedea 

and of bill height ar9 co11bined ov multipLication, the range of the male date 
femaie aata are quite distinct. With this criterium it is oossible to sex c.d. 

i:, tne field. Data on tne weiqht of adul-i shear\1\raters and its variation within the 
incubation iod are giver,. Wei loss durin-;; an average 8-9 incubatior< spell is more 
than 20%. fresr<Ly Laid eg(J wei 78 g and accounts for 17.7% o+ the female net wei 
which is 
described 

g just or·ior to layi Fli calls of male and are 
by sonaqrams. Roth can eas ly distinquished n tne field. 
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Autumn Migration of the Honey Buzzard through Malta 
in Relation to Weather 

11. A. THAI<E 

The 
Galea ( 

features of raptor migration through Malta were elucidated by Beaman and 
a result of a five year study. fl, similar study was undertaken in the 

autumns of 
GaLea. The i 
Delucca ( 1969) 
Pernis apivorus 
offered. 

the results of which are here compared with those of Beaman and 
of raptor miqration through· the Maltese islands offered by 
nd Galea (1974l are examined with r-eference to Honey Puzzard 

and a reinterpretation of honey Buzzard migration through the islands is 

11ETHODS 

of the observations employed in this study were made ai Buskett from the princ 
int used Beaman and Galea (1974>. On several occasions observations were carr 

author in the islands while E. Curmi 9enerously substituteo me at 

Details of the observation methods were published eLsewhere (Thake 1977, 1980). Data 
recorded irt the fieLd incLuded flock size, hei and direction of fl i , time of sighting 
as well as details of behaviour. MeteoroLog data were recorded at intervals dur-
inq tne watch. ~urther meteoroloqical data were taken from the records of Orendi and 
Lu~1a records published in 'The 1imes 1 , while regional v-1eather maps were supplied by the 
neLtscher Wetterdienst. 

Observations were mos-;- exiensive in 1976 when watches were maintained on most 
from the second weeK of f\ugust to the third week of November. Watches in August and 
ber lcsted from 1000 to 1800 CET. About half of the remaini watches at 1500 and 
ended at 1700 to 1800 CET. Ooservations in other years were extens ve, covering most 
of the period from Late August to early (Jctober. 
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13 16 19 hrs. 

Fig.], Variation of Honey Buzzard sightings 
with time of day. Sightings over the period 
15-30/9 in 1976-78 were grouped in hourly 
intervals and the mean calculated over the 
watches during which that hourly interval 
was covered. The ordinates thus represent 
the mean number of Honey Buzzards sighted 
per hour during the interval in question. 
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RESULTS 

Time of day 

There was considerable day to 
variation in the time of when si 

s were made. The averaqe istribution 
sightlr.s:;s is it Lustrated in Figure 1. 

This histogram differs from that reoorted 
by Beaman and Galea ( 1964). Their after
noon observetions started somewhat later 
than those in the present study and it 

seems likely that these observers missed 
many early birds. 

A few wounded individuals were si 
ed repeatedly throughout the day. On a 
rare occasuons a fLock was siahted aaain 
an hour or rrore Later. Such dOuble sl 
ings were more frequent and made 
difficult after 1600 hrs. 3irds tended 
Linger in the vicinity of Buskett for in
creasingly long perioas as the afternoon 
proqressed. The earLiest siqhtinas were 
mad~ on days when the aradi8nt wind was a 
ligh1 north easterly. This effect was not 
very marked however. 

Direction of flight 

Scatter diagrams of headings of 
flocks (one or more) of Honey Buzzards) 
grouped in hourly intervals, are i llus
trated in Figure 2. The headings exhibit 
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Fig~2. Variation of the dispersion of headings of Honey Buzzards with time of day. The 
headings of birds which passed within lOOm were estimated (! 10°) by reference to known 
compass points. All estimates were made by the author. Sightings were grouped in hourly 
intcrvdls and separate scatter diagrams plotted. The direction of geographical north is 
marked above 

cle::: directionality untiL imately 1700 hrs, afte; which time the d ;ectionof fliaht 
does c-:ot to be the directior. migration. The obvious nteroretation is 
thai bec:orne reluctant to continue miara·tir1o and start Look na for a sui+aole 
r·oost. birds seen after i700 hrs seemerl -!-o he attemofinq to roost (8ea~an and Galea 
197d, pers. obs. l. Certain weather conditions may induce birds to attempt to roost earlier 
than usual (Thake !977). 

\Vj nd 

Previous studies of Honey Ruzzard miqration M~lta have concentrated on the ef-
fec;s 0f wind. DeLucca ( 19fl9) stated t~at most di Miqrants are siahted in westerlies, 
an assertion with which Sultana et al. (1975) appear to acree. Galea (1969) r;oted most 
'~onev Buzzards in south \Veste;Ly winds. Beaman and Galea ( 1974l association 

assaqes in au7umn and southerly winds. found a siqni-
ion between of the southerly component of wind strenqth 

and the number of 11oney Buzzards siahted. :nost have oeen reported 
in l iaht winds, when sea breezes dominate the islands .. A. ion of sea brE~ezes 
a!" Suskett is ::liven beLow. The account is drawn Largely from )~ ampliflea by 
personal observations and examination of weather maos. 

Sea breezes dominate the circuLation on about one third of the days in September. On a 
few other days a trouah may develop over a small par+ of the island or may be present for 
only a short time. Full sea breeze development does not usually occur with qradient wind
speeds exceedlnq 10 knots. Troughs in the airflow form when the gradient wiild is too strong 
for a thermal Low to develoo. Sea breezes qenerally start at approximately 0800 hrs and 
cease 3t around 1700 to 1800 hrs in September (Lamb 1955). Sea breezes at Buskett are oro
bablv modified slightly by anabatic breezes. Most sea breezes at Buskett are observed to 
blow ~etween west south vvest and south south east, and are weaker than those on Dinqli 
cliffs. ically maximum strength is reached about 1200- 1400 CET~ and is us~ally-below 
10 ~nots. nd direction varies most durinq the day when the aradient wind is north 

Under such conditions the thermal Low and convergenCe Lire Lie close to Bu::>kett, 
movements of either can result in marked changes of wind direction and soeed. 

conditio~s also result in the amount of convective activi over Buskeit. 
occurs Less frequently when qradient wind is south easterly. such times the 
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centre of the thermal Low generally lies further north; giving breezes between south south 
west and south east which can attain s·ITenqths of up to 15 t<nots when gradient wind and 
sea breeze partially reinforce one another~ Gradient winds f~om the north westerly and 
south westerly quadrants result in sea breezes whose direction varies little during the day 
at Buskett. The centre of cyclonic circulation or trou~h line can usually be located by 
the associated stationary patch of cumulus cloud. 

Sea breeze systems are Limited in both vertical and horizontal extent, and cannot be 
invoked as evidence of any proposed vertical movements of birds into and out of visible 
range. Beaman and Galea (1974) proposed +hat Large. passages of raptors occur when souther
ly winds force high flyin~ birds to fly at lower levels where they can be seen. This 
thesis can be tested quite readily by examining the correlation between numbers si 
Buskett and the strength of the sout~erly component of the uoper winds. Accordinq 
hypothesis, there should be a significant posftive correlation with the strength of 
sou component of the upper winds. Data obtained between 30/8 and 10/10/76 were 
exami in conjunction with Orendi radiosonde data on wind direction and speed at 850mb 
(approximately 1500 ml at 1800 CET. The number of Honey Buzzards sighted was ~at signifi
cantly correlated with the strength of the southerly comoonent of the winds at this Level 
rr =- .1613; P>.1). ~~o significant correlations were found with winds at 3000 m and 
5500 ~. These results do not support +he hypothesis and Beaman and Galea do not report any 
such correlations in support of their 

Honey Buzzard siqhtings were not sianiflcantly correlated with the westerly component 
of the surface wind at 1200 and 1800 CET (Orendi meteoroloqical data). This resull- contra
dic~s Delucca's (1969) assertion that most raptors occur in westerlies. 

The tendency for rr~ost rnigratlon to occur when wind strength in the early mornina is 
Low, was shown si·atistically by Thake C1977). This was interpreted as beinq due to most 
l-1oney Buzzards deciding to miarate only if wina strength in the early mornfnc is Low. 

Other weather variables 

Buzzard daily totaLs ( 15- 30 September 1976 and 1978) were not siqnificantly 
with visibility. If hiqn totals of Honey Buzzard were due to convergenc~ on the 

islands 0ver a wide area, the number sighted to be significantly correlated with 
visibility. This ive resuLt suqqests that scale converoence on the Maltese 
islands is not ible for the 
scale and concentration within the 

convergence on a smaLL 
neqat i ve result. 

Overcast conditions are known to cause falls in a wide var of bird species, esoe-
cially if accompanied by rain (Richardson 1978l. In the present only one 
saoe was recorded under a totally overcast sky 126/9/771. While this particular 
tion might be attributable to a fall situation, this is ~ot the case with the other Large 

es recorded. Honey Buzzard sightinqs were not s iflcantly correlated with average 
cover. Numbers were not significantly with the amount of convection 

cloud. This suaaests that the observed variation of numbers is ~ot due to variation of the 
avaiLabiLity of thermals. 

Rain seemed to induce Honey Buzzards to fly Lower and attempt to roost. Data were how
ever too few to test statistically. 

DISCUSSION 

DeLucca's assertio~ (1969) that most raptors are sighted in westerlies is not support-
ed the results of Beaman and Galea ( 1974) and 7hose presented here. The fact that mosr 
si ings occur in ll winds also contradicts this hypothesis. There appecr to be no 
qrounds for believing most Honey Buzzards appear in these islands when drifted east-
wards by westerly winds. 

Beaman and Galea (1974) hypothesised that contrary winds induce larqe totals by forc
ing birds to fly at lower Levels where they can be seen. This is contradicted by the 
available evidence. Thus Honey Buzzard sightings are not correlated with the southerly 
component of the upper winds, despite a significant positive correlation with the souther-

component at low level. It is difficult to see how birds might be inducea to f lowe,-
contrary winds below them. The observed variation of sightings throughout a dif-
ed markedly from that reported by Beaman and Galea ( 1974) but was quite similar to 

described earlier by one of the above authors Lea 19691. The author's data !Figure , ,, 
showing many sightings when thermals are at development, does not support the inter-
pretation that most birds are seen when thermals start to weaken in the late afternoon. 
Birds sighted in the early afternoon were flying higher but were nevertheless readily 
visible to the unaided eye when overhead. The conclusions of another study CEvans and 
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Fig~2. Variation of the dispersion of headings of Honey Buzzards with time of day. The 
headings of birds which passed within lOOm were estimated (! 10°) by reference to known 
compass points. All estimates were made by the author. Sightings were grouped in hourly 
intcrvdls and separate scatter diagrams plotted. The direction of geographical north is 
marked above 
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centre of the thermal Low generally lies further north; giving breezes between south south 
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1973), which attributed variation of numbers to movements into and out of visible 
since been disputed (Finlayson et al 1976). 

It might be argued that convergence on the islands occurs in contrary winds, resulting 
in the observed correLation v.tith southerly winds elf Low level. A.s has been explai the 
southerly winds under which most Honey Buzzards ar·e sighted are rr:ostly sea breezes ich 
do not extend far out to sea to result in large scale convergence on the islands. 
The absence of a signi positive correlation with visibiLity also suggests that con-
vergence on the is 

Honey Ruzzard miqration across the SiciLian channel occurs almost exclusively when 
wind are Low. Though other studies Alerstam 1978) have shown a negative cor-

wind ion nas observed elsewhere in stronq tail 
winds CPorter and Willis 1978). Tne situations may not be compara~le. Most 
migration in si'rong tail winds has been observed at narrow crossings where the opposite 
shore was clearly visible. This is not the case ir Malta where visibili is such that the 
MaLtese islands are not usually visible from the south Sicilian coast. criteria em-

Loyed by Honey Buzzards deciding to undertake a long sea crossing may well be different 
rom those inq aT narrow crossin9s. Wind determined drift becomes more important 

and iff to correct for. in icuLar the of the crossi makes some form of 
persisience forecast necessary 1977). By ng to migrate anticyclonic con-

The observed correlation of 
nent of surface wind at i200 hrs 
li should be noted that Hobbys Falco 

no-t correlated 

Beaman and Galea ( 1 

risk of bein~ cau9ht at sea in bad weather. 

Buzzard numbers with of the southerly compo-
1978) can be the following hypothesis. 

s under a~t ic conditions 
iThake 1978). fact tha' Honey 

of west ~':alta was noted by 
are much higher than those 

reported elsewhere. Sultana et a~ ( 1975> suggest that this is due to convergence on 
Buskett, without explainin:l precisely how or this occurs. The ion that "they do 
so for roostinq can only to si inqs made late in afterr.oon. The gene-
r-aLLv soul·h- to easrward coastline of west fVialta should al~ow it to act 
as a leadinq line, with a to follow the coast rather than 
commence migration over following the trend of the 
coastline is Likely to depend on a number of variables including Local weather, time of 
day, and and direction of the observed wind. It is conceivable that a greater 

rtion wi prefer to follow the coast in southerly winds, ever; if i-nese are in fact 
sea breezes. This should result in a oreater concentration of birds at the south 

end of ~alta where Buskett lies. This 
local weather factor like a sea breeze might 

ion explains how an essentially 
lly totals. 

A. few oubl ished rssuL ts mi9ht be rei in the l i of the present hypothesis. 
Thus the tendency for totals (and fLock si Ly igher when there al-e scat-
tered thunderstorms CThake 1976) could be due to a reluctance to cross the sea 
after witnessing a thunderstorm. The skewness of t~e seasonal histograms might similarly 
be due to the increasing magn i i ude of the leading L l ne ef feet, 

iv1ore work is required or. the effects of gradient wind on ·'he totals observed. There is 
reason to expect birds to arrive earlier in northerl ies 1 but at the low wind speeds 

at ich the birds migrate the effect may not be very marked. 
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Summary 

Honey Buzzard sightings at Buskett, Malta, in autumn were not significantly correlated 
with the strenqth of the southerly component of wind speeC at various Levels. 1hls 
contradicts the hypothesis that Laroe passages are due to contrary wi at upper levels 
induci birds to fly Lower, withir. visible range. The observed absence of correlation 
between passaqes and westerLy winds contradicts the hypothesis that Large passages 
occur when rds are drifted eastwards by westerLy winds. Most migration occurs during 
anticyclonic weather. Correlations with wind direcTion at Low Level are attributed in part 
to prevalence of sea breezes under anticycLonic conditions. The higher totaLs at Busket·r 
are ascribed to a leading line effect of the west coast actin~! throughout the day, with 
birds converging on Buskett for roosting purposes in the Late afternoon. Presumably, the 
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Leading Ltne effect increases in importance with increasing strength of the southerly 
(contrary) component of the surface wind, thereby accounting for the observed correlation 
for the observed correlation with southerlies at low Level. 
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Sparrows on Crete 
D, SUf·1t·IERS-SHITH 

The Sparrows on Crete are generally considered to belong i'o the sub-species italiae of 
Passer domesticus, though there is some variability in the plumage of the males. Meise"' 
(1934, 1936) on· the basis of 7 museum specimens considered that the birds were indistin
guishable from P.d.italiae, the birds scoring 40, 45, 50(4) and 60, mean 49, in his index 
CO= domesticus, 50= italiae, 100 = hispaniolensis). Johnston (1969) examined 74 museum 
specimens (48 taken in 1925, 16 in 1942 and 10 in 1960l and found variations in his hybrid 
index from 3 to 12 (0 = domesticus, 17 = hispaniolensis), viz. 18 to 71%, with a mean 
value of 7.3 (43%l. 

During a visit to Crete from 8th to 22nd October 1980 particular attention was paid to 
the Sparrows. ALmost all the birds seen were close to i~aliae or showed some domesticus 
characters, viz. grey flecking of the crown to almost completely grey crown, with the ex
ceotion of one brrd associating with italiae-type birds at Llmin Hersonissos on 11th Octo
be~, which was close to an autumn-plumaged hispaniolensis with chestnut crown and exten
sive flank streaking. 

In addition to these birds, however, a flock of ca. 100 P.hispaniolensis was seen in 
cultivated Land at Cape Hersonissos from 13th to 31st October. The males in this flock had 
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1973), which attributed variation of numbers to movements into and out of visible 
since been disputed (Finlayson et al 1976). 

It might be argued that convergence on the islands occurs in contrary winds, resulting 
in the observed correLation v.tith southerly winds elf Low level. A.s has been explai the 
southerly winds under which most Honey Buzzards ar·e sighted are rr:ostly sea breezes ich 
do not extend far out to sea to result in large scale convergence on the islands. 
The absence of a signi positive correlation with visibiLity also suggests that con-
vergence on the is 

Honey Ruzzard miqration across the SiciLian channel occurs almost exclusively when 
wind are Low. Though other studies Alerstam 1978) have shown a negative cor-

wind ion nas observed elsewhere in stronq tail 
winds CPorter and Willis 1978). Tne situations may not be compara~le. Most 
migration in si'rong tail winds has been observed at narrow crossings where the opposite 
shore was clearly visible. This is not the case ir Malta where visibili is such that the 
MaLtese islands are not usually visible from the south Sicilian coast. criteria em-

Loyed by Honey Buzzards deciding to undertake a long sea crossing may well be different 
rom those inq aT narrow crossin9s. Wind determined drift becomes more important 

and iff to correct for. in icuLar the of the crossi makes some form of 
persisience forecast necessary 1977). By ng to migrate anticyclonic con-

The observed correlation of 
nent of surface wind at i200 hrs 
li should be noted that Hobbys Falco 

no-t correlated 

Beaman and Galea ( 1 

risk of bein~ cau9ht at sea in bad weather. 

Buzzard numbers with of the southerly compo-
1978) can be the following hypothesis. 

s under a~t ic conditions 
iThake 1978). fact tha' Honey 

of west ~':alta was noted by 
are much higher than those 

reported elsewhere. Sultana et a~ ( 1975> suggest that this is due to convergence on 
Buskett, without explainin:l precisely how or this occurs. The ion that "they do 
so for roostinq can only to si inqs made late in afterr.oon. The gene-
r-aLLv soul·h- to easrward coastline of west fVialta should al~ow it to act 
as a leadinq line, with a to follow the coast rather than 
commence migration over following the trend of the 
coastline is Likely to depend on a number of variables including Local weather, time of 
day, and and direction of the observed wind. It is conceivable that a greater 

rtion wi prefer to follow the coast in southerly winds, ever; if i-nese are in fact 
sea breezes. This should result in a oreater concentration of birds at the south 

end of ~alta where Buskett lies. This 
local weather factor like a sea breeze might 

ion explains how an essentially 
lly totals. 

A. few oubl ished rssuL ts mi9ht be rei in the l i of the present hypothesis. 
Thus the tendency for totals (and fLock si Ly igher when there al-e scat-
tered thunderstorms CThake 1976) could be due to a reluctance to cross the sea 
after witnessing a thunderstorm. The skewness of t~e seasonal histograms might similarly 
be due to the increasing magn i i ude of the leading L l ne ef feet, 

iv1ore work is required or. the effects of gradient wind on ·'he totals observed. There is 
reason to expect birds to arrive earlier in northerl ies 1 but at the low wind speeds 

at ich the birds migrate the effect may not be very marked. 
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Summary 

Honey Buzzard sightings at Buskett, Malta, in autumn were not significantly correlated 
with the strenqth of the southerly component of wind speeC at various Levels. 1hls 
contradicts the hypothesis that Laroe passages are due to contrary wi at upper levels 
induci birds to fly Lower, withir. visible range. The observed absence of correlation 
between passaqes and westerLy winds contradicts the hypothesis that Large passages 
occur when rds are drifted eastwards by westerLy winds. Most migration occurs during 
anticyclonic weather. Correlations with wind direcTion at Low Level are attributed in part 
to prevalence of sea breezes under anticycLonic conditions. The higher totaLs at Busket·r 
are ascribed to a leading line effect of the west coast actin~! throughout the day, with 
birds converging on Buskett for roosting purposes in the Late afternoon. Presumably, the 
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Leading Ltne effect increases in importance with increasing strength of the southerly 
(contrary) component of the surface wind, thereby accounting for the observed correlation 
for the observed correlation with southerlies at low Level. 
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